
  

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Moustache Coffee Club is a premium coffee subscription that is dedicated to bringing its 

customers the finest single-origin coffee, roasted to order, and shipped fresh.  

COMPANY OVERVIEW  

The Moustache Coffee Club was founded by Sean Reilly in Downtown Los Angeles in May 

2013. He began shipping coffee to a handful of subscribers in the US. They have consistently 

grown each month, and now they ship coffee to thousands of subscribers across the United States 

and the Globe.   

Each week they select a different single-origin coffee, then they roast and ship it on the same 

day, ensuring that the coffee arrives at the peak of freshness. The coffees are all single-origin, 

which means they come from a single producer, usually a small farm or cooperative. Much like 

the concept of terroir in wine, the geography of the region where the coffee was produced and 

varietal of the plant greatly influences the final flavors. Detailed information about the coffee is 

provided along with tasting notes so that the member can get the most out of their morning cup.  

PRESS  

10 Best Online Coffee Subscription Services - Gear Patrol  

"…the people who work at Moustache Coffee Club take their coffee very seriously."   

"Each week they select new single-origin beans from around the world, eying heavily what’s in 

season. Then they roast and ship the coffee they’ve chosen on the same day…, which means 

you’ll be drinking their coffee as fresh as America’s infrastructure makes possible."  

Uncrate.com  

   

"When it comes to coffee, freshness matters. A lot. Which is why the Moustache Coffee Club 

roasts and ships your coffee on the same day."  

"As for the beans themselves, they're different nearly every shipment, sourced from single 

origins and hand selected by the Moustache team."  



Backyardbite.com  

"They curate packages of amazing, freshly roasted, single origin coffee beans which are ethically 

harvested …What you’ll get are in-season, premium quality coffee beans (lightly to medium 

roasted) delivered weekly … right to your doorstep."  

"I like that the beans from Moustache Coffee Club came whole and not pre-ground… You get to 

taste all the little nuances and flavors in the cup and can truly enjoy it the way it was meant to 

be."  

Dailycoffeenews.com 

 

"Moustache Coffee Club Takes Root in Los Angeles" 

 

Daily Coffee News catches up with our founder, detailing our commitment to sourcing high 

quality green coffee. Doubling down on quality, Moustache Coffee Club sources, roasts, and 

ships distinctive coffees with a particular emphasis on freshness.  

Hellosubscription.com 

 

"Moustache ships its coffee in sealed bags (they would be hermetic, if not for the specially-

designed vent), so the coffee is always fresh from the roaster when it arrives — the bag is also 

re-sealable to maintain the freshness." 

 

"Moustache beans always have a very vivid nose, and the roast level is very appropriate for 

preserving the interesting flavor and olfactory notes." 

BIO: SEAN REILLY (Founder)  

For Sean Reilly, exquisite food and beverage has always been a passion. Growing up on a dairy 

farm in Ireland, Sean was exposed at an early age to the process of producing gourmet foods and 

the direct effect production has on the final product.    

Unlike most food professionals, Sean took a circuitous route to forming a coffee company, 

receiving his Ph.D. in Computer Science form Ireland’s prestigious University, Trinity College 

Dublin.  In the years that followed, he grew his knowledge of business while working for 

numerous tech companies, which honed his skills at developing a cutting edge e-commerce 

platform.   



Always having been an avid drinker of fine coffee, Sean was exposed to “specialty coffee” after 

a move to the US in 2011, and it completely changed how he viewed coffee.  “Fresh singleorigin 

coffee is so different to what I now recognize as stale and over-roasted coffee, it’s almost a 

different drink.”  

When he moved to the US, Sean worked near a roaster and got used to picking up fresh coffee 

beans.  After leaving that job he realized that it was actually quite hard to get fresh coffee beans.  

After a frustrating morning spent walking from coffee shop to coffee shop in Downtown LA 

without finding coffee roasted within the last two weeks, he decided he could solve this problem 

using technology. There was no reason why premium coffee couldn’t arrive at your door freshly 

roasted and ready to drink.  

Combining his experience in e-commerce and his love of single-origin coffee, Sean launched the 

Moustache Coffee Club in 2013. Along the way he found that there were no good tools for 

entrepreneurs to build an online subscription service without hiring a programmer so once he had 

created his service, he launched the technology as a separate startup bishbashbox.com.  
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